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The process eþe ! p p is studied using 469 fb1 of integrated luminosity collected with the BABAR
detector at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, at an eþe center-of-mass energy of 10.6 GeV.
From the analysis of the p p invariant mass spectrum, the energy dependence of the cross section for
eþe ! p p is measured from threshold to 4.5 GeV. The energy dependence of the ratio of electric and
magnetic form factors, jGE=GMj, and the asymmetry in the proton angular distribution are measured for
p p masses below 3 GeV. The branching fractions for the decays J=c ! p p and c ð2SÞ ! p p are also
determined.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.87.092005 PACS numbers: 13.66.Bc, 13.25.Gv, 13.40.Gp, 14.20.Dh
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we use the initial-state-radiation
(ISR) technique to study the eþe ! p p process
over a wide range of center-of-mass (c.m.) energies. The
study is an update of the results in Ref. [1], using
a data sample that is about twice as large and improved
analysis techniques. The Born cross section for the
ISR process eþe ! p p integrated over the nucleon
momenta is
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d2eþe!p pðMp pÞ
dMp pd cos 


¼ 2Mp p
s
Wðs; x; Þp pðMp pÞ; (1)
wherep pðmÞ is the Born cross section for the nonradiative
process eþe ! p p, Mp p is the p p invariant mass,ﬃﬃ
s
p
is the nominal eþe c.m. energy, x  2E=
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 1
M2p p=s, and E

 and 

 are the ISR photon energy and polar
angle, respectively, in the eþe c.m. frame.1 The function
Wðs; x; Þ [2] describes the probability of ISR photon
emission. The Born cross section for eþe ! p p is
p pðMp pÞ¼4
2C
3M2p p

jGMðMp pÞj2þ
2m2p
M2p p
jGEðMp pÞj2

;
(2)
wheremp is the nominal proton mass, ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
14m2p=M2p p
q
,
C ¼ y=ð1 eyÞ with y ¼ = is the Coulomb correc-
tion factor (see Ref. [3] and references therein), which
results in a nonzero cross section at threshold, and GM
and GE are the magnetic and electric form factors, respec-
tively (jGEj ¼ jGMj at threshold). From measurement of
the cross section, a linear combination of the squared form
factors can be determined. We define the effective form
factor
jFpðMp pÞj¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jGMðMp pÞj2þ2m2p=M2p pjGEðMp pÞj2
1þ2m2p=M2p p
s
; (3)
which is proportional to the square root of the measured
eþe ! p p cross section.
The proton angular distribution in eþe ! p p
[4] can be expressed as a sum of terms proportional to
jGMj2 and jGEj2. The angular dependences of the GM and
GE terms are approximately 1þ cos 2p and sin 2p, re-
spectively, where p is the angle between the proton mo-
mentum in the p p rest frame and the momentum of the p p
system in the eþe c.m. frame. Thus, the study of the
proton angular distribution can be used to determine the
modulus of the ratio of the electric and magnetic form
factors.
Direct measurements of the eþe ! p p cross
section are available from eþe experiments [5–11].
Most of these results assume jGEj ¼ jGMj. The proton
form factor was also determined in the inverse reaction
p p! eþe [12–14]. In the PS170 experiment [12] at
LEAR, this reaction was studied in the c.m. energy
range from threshold up to 2.05 GeV. A strong dependence
of the form factor on c.m. energy near threshold was
observed. The jGE=GMj ratio was found to be consistent
with unity. The E760 [13] and E835 [14] experiments at
Fermilab observed a strong decrease of the form factor for
c.m. energies above 3 GeV, in agreement with expectation
2sðm2Þ=m4 from perturbative QCD. However, a recent
result [11] based on eþe data indicates that the
decrease of the form factor above 4 GeV is somewhat
more gradual.
II. THE BABAR DETECTOR AND
EVENT SAMPLES
The data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
469 fb1, were recorded with the BABAR detector at the
SLAC PEP-II asymmetric-energy eþe collider. About
90% of the data were collected at a c.m. energy of
10.58 GeV, near the maximum of ð4SÞ resonance, while
10% were recoded at 10.54 GeV.
The BABAR detector is described in detail elsewhere
[15]. Charged-particle momenta are measured by a
combination of a five-layer silicon vertex tracker and a
40-layer drift chamber (DCH) operating in a 1.5-T sole-
noidal magnetic field. Charged-particle identification
(PID) is based on energy-loss measurements in the sili-
con vertex tracker and DCH, and information from a
ring-imaging Cherenkov detector. Photons and electrons
are detected in a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic calorimeter.
Muons are identified by resistive-plate chambers or
streamer tubes [16] in the instrumented magnetic flux
return.
Simulated events for signal and background ISR pro-
cesses are obtained with event generators based on
Ref. [17]. The differential cross section for eþe !
p p is taken from Ref. [4]. To analyze the experimental
proton angular distribution, two samples of signal events
are generated, one with GE ¼ 0 and the other with GM ¼
0. Since the polar-angle distribution of the ISR photon is
peaked along the beam axis, the MC events are generated
with the restriction 20 <  < 160 (the corresponding
angular range in the laboratory frame is 12 <  <
146). Additional photon radiation from the initial state
is generated by the structure function method [18]. To
restrict the maximum energy of the extra photons, the
invariant mass of the hadron system and the ISR photon
is required to be greater than 8 GeV=c2. For background
eþe ! þ, þ, and KþK processes, final-
state radiation is generated using the PHOTOS package
[19]. Background from eþe ! q q is simulated with the
JETSET [20] event generator; JETSET also generates ISR
events with a hadron invariant mass above 2 GeV=c2, and
therefore can be used to study the ISR background with
baryons in the final state. The dominant background pro-
cess, eþe ! p p0, is simulated separately. Its angular
and energy distributions are generated according to three-
body phase space.
The detector response is simulated using the GEANT4
[21] package. The simulation takes into account the varia-
tions in the detector and beam background conditions over
the running period of the experiment.
1Throughout this paper, the asterisk denotes quantities in the
eþe center-of-mass frame. All other variables except p are
defined in the laboratory frame.
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III. EVENT SELECTION
The preliminary selection of eþe ! p p candidates
requires that all of the final-state particles be detected and
well reconstructed. Events are selected with at least two
tracks with opposite charge and a photon candidate with
E > 3 GeV and polar angle in the range 20 <  <
137:5. Each charged-particle track must extrapolate to
the interaction region, have transverse momentum greater
than 0:1 GeV=c, have a polar angle in the range 25:8 <
< 137:5, and be identified as a proton. Since a signifi-
cant fraction of the events contains beam-generated back-
ground photons and charged tracks, any number of extra
tracks and photons is allowed in an event.
The expected number of events from the background
processes eþe ! þ, þ, and KþK ex-
ceeds the number of signal events by 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude. These backgrounds are significantly sup-
pressed by the requirement that both charged particles be
identified as protons. The suppression is a factor of 3 104
for pion and muon events, and a factor 104 for kaon events,
with a loss of approximately 30% of the signal events.
Further background suppression is based on kinematic
fitting. We perform a kinematic fit to the eþe ! hþh
hypothesis with requirements of energy and momentum
conservation. Here h can be , K, or p, and  refers to the
photon with highest c.m. energy. In the case of events with
more than two charged tracks, the fit uses the parameters of
the two oppositely charged tracks that have the minimum
distance from the interaction point in the azimuthal plane.
Two conditions on the 	2 of the kinematic fits are used:
	2p < 30 and 	
2
K > 30, where 	
2
p and 	
2
K are the 	
2 values
for the proton and kaon mass hypotheses, respectively. The
	2p distribution for simulated p p events is shown in
Fig. 1. The tail at high 	2 is due to events with extra soft
photons emitted in the initial state. The dashed histogram
represents the 	2p distribution for K
þK simulated
events. The 	2 requirements provide additional back-
ground suppression by a factor of 50 for pion and muon
events, and a factor of 30 for kaon events, with a loss of
25% of the signal events.
The p p invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig. 2 for
the 8298 selected data events. Most of the events have p p
mass less than 3 GeV=c2. Signals from J=c ! p p and
c ð2SÞ ! p p decays are clearly seen.
IV. BACKGROUND EVALUATION
Potential sources of background in the sample of
selected eþe ! p p candidates are the processes
eþe ! þ, eþe ! KþK, eþe ! þ,
and eþe ! eþe, in which the charged particles are
misidentified as protons, and processes with protons and
neutral particle(s) in the final state, such as eþe ! p p0,
p p0.
The contribution of final-state radiation to the total cross
section for the process eþe ! p p in the mass region of
interest (below 4.5 GeV) was estimated in Ref. [1] and
found to be negligible (about 103 of the ISR cross
section).
A. Background contributions from eþe ! þ,
eþe ! KþK, eþe ! eþe, and
eþe ! þ
The background contribution from eþe ! þ is
estimated using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. To study
how the simulation reproduces misidentification probabil-
ity for pions, special pion-enriched data samples are
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FIG. 1. The 	2p distribution for simulated e
þe ! p p (solid
histogram) and eþe ! KþK (dashed histogram, arbitrary
normalization) events.
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FIG. 2. The p p invariant mass spectrum for the selected data
p p candidates. The left edge of the plot corresponds to the p p
threshold.
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selected with the following requirements on PID and on the
	2 of the kinematic fits:
(1) one proton candidate, 	2 < 20;
(2) one proton candidate, 	2p < 30, 	
2
K > 30;
(3) two proton candidates, 	2 < 20.
Here 	2 is the 	
2 for the pion mass hypothesis.
The distributions of the invariant mass calculated under
the pion-mass hypothesis (M) for data events selected
with criteria 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 3. The spectra are fit
with a sum of the mass spectra for simulated þ
events (
-meson line shape with !-
 interference) and a
linear background term. The numbers of  events with
0:5<M < 1 GeV=c
2 obtained from the fits for selec-
tions 1–3 are listed in Table I, together with the corre-
sponding numbers of events expected from the þ
MC simulation.
Since the simulation correctly predicts the numbers of
pion events for selections 1–3, we use it to estimate the
pion background for our standard selection. We observe no
events satisfying the standard selection criteria in the 
MC sample. The corresponding upper limit on the 
background in the data sample is 5.2 events at 90% con-
fidence level (C.L.). The estimated pion background is less
than 0.1% of the number of selected p p candidates.
Similarly, the number of eþe ! KþK events can be
estimated from the number of events in the  meson peak
in the distribution of invariant mass of the charged particles
calculated under the kaon hypothesis. It is found that the
KþKMC simulation predicts reasonably well the num-
bers of kaon events in the data sample with one identified
kaon and the standard	2 conditions, and in the data sample
with two identified kaons and 	2K < 20. Therefore we use
the MC simulation to estimate the kaon background for the
standard selection. The estimated background, 1:6 0:8
events, is significantly less than 0.1% of the number of data
events selected.
The specific kinematic properties of the eþe ! eþe
process are used to estimate the electron background. In a
significant fraction (about 50%) of detected eþe events
the photon is emitted along the final electron direction.
These events have eþe invariant mass in the range from
3 to 7 GeV=c2 and can be selected by the requirement
cos c  <0:98, where c  is the angle between the two
charged tracks in the initial eþe c.m. frame. In the sample
of selectedp p candidates we observe no events having the
above characteristics. The corresponding 90% C.L. upper
limit on the eþe background in the data sample is 4.6
events (2 events withMp p < 4:5 GeV=c
2).
To compare MC simulation and data for the process
eþe ! þ, we use a subsample of events selected
with the requirement that both charged particles be identi-
fied as muons. Muon identification is based on instru-
mented magnetic flux return information, and does not
use ring-imaging Cherenkov detector or dE=dx informa-
tion, which are necessary for proton identification. In the
data samples with one or two identified protons obtained
with the standard 	2 selection, we select 86 and 2 muon-
identified events, respectively. These numbers can be com-
pared with 60 16 and zero events expected from the
eþe ! þ simulation. Taking into account that
the ratio of the total number of þ events to those
with two identified muons is about two to one, we estimate
TABLE I. The numbers of  events for data and MC
simulation with 0:5<M < 1 GeV=c
2 that satisfy different
selection criteria for data and MC simulation. The data numbers
are obtained from the fits to the M distributions described in
the text.
Selection Data MC simulation
1 15310 160 14800 180
2 400 60 460 30
3 41 8 48 11
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FIG. 3. (a) The M spectrum for data events with 	
2
p < 30
and 	2K > 30, and one proton candidate (selection 2 in the text);
(b) the same spectrum for data events with 	2 < 20 and two
proton candidates (selection 3 in the text). The histograms are
the results of the fit described in the text.
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the þ background for the standard selection criteria
to be 4:0 2:8 events.
The combined background from the processes eþe !
hþh, h ¼ , K, e,  is less than 0.2% of the number of
selected p p candidates, and so can be neglected.
B. Background from eþe ! p p0
The main source of background for the process under
study is eþe ! p p0. The p p0 events with an unde-
tected low-energy photon, or with merged photons from
the 0 decay, are kinematically reconstructed with a low
	2p value and so cannot be separated from the signal
process. This background is studied by selecting a special
subsample of data events containing two charged particles
identified as protons and at least two photons with energy
greater than 0.1 GeV, one of which must have c.m. energy
above 3 GeV. The two-photon invariant mass M is
required to be in the range 0:07–0:20 GeV=c2, which is
centered on the nominal 0 mass. A kinematic fit to the
eþe ! p p hypothesis is then performed. Conditions
on the 	2 of the kinematic fit (	2 < 25) and the two-photon
invariant mass (0:1025<M < 0:1675 GeV=c
2) are im-
posed in order to select eþe ! p p0 candidates.
Possible background is estimated using theM sidebands
0:0700<M < 0:1025 GeV=c
2 and 0:1675<M <
0:2000 GeV=c2. The Mp p spectra and cos p distributions
for data events from the signal and sideband M regions
are shown in Fig. 4. The total number of selected events is
148 in the signal region and 12 in the sidebands. The
expected number of eþe ! p p0 events in the M
sidebands is 5.4.
To study the eþe ! p p0 background, the sample of
simulated eþe ! p p0 events is generated according to
three-body phase space, but with an additional weight
proportional to ðMp p  2mpÞ3=2 to imitate the Mp p distri-
bution observed in data. The simulation well reproduces
the observed cosp distribution.
In Fig. 5 the cos distribution for selected data and
simulated eþe ! p p0 events is shown, where  is the
0 polar angle in the eþe c.m. frame. It is seen that the
data and simulated distributions differ slightly. Since we do
not observe a significant variation of the cos distribution
with Mp p in data, we use the data distribution averaged
over Mp p (Fig. 5) to reweight the e
þe ! p p0
simulation.
From the reweighted simulation, we calculate the ratio
(KMC) of the Mp p distribution for events selected with the
standard p p criteria to that selected with the p p0 crite-
ria. The value of the ratio KMC varies from 3.4 near p p
threshold to 2.0 at 5 GeV=c2. The expectedMp p spectrum
for the eþe ! p p0 background events satisfying the
p p selection criteria is evaluated as KMCðMp pÞ 
ðdN=dMp pÞdata, where ðdN=dMp pÞdata is the mass distribu-
tion for eþe ! p p0 events obtained above [Fig. 4(a)].
The spectrum is shown in Fig. 6. The number of selected
eþe ! p p candidates and the expected number of
eþe ! p p0 background events are given for different
p pmass ranges in Table II. The background increases from
5% near p p threshold to 50% atMp p  4 GeV=c2. Above
4:5 GeV=c2, the number of observed p p candidates is
consistent with expected p p0 background.
C. Other sources of background
Other possible background sources are ISR processes
with higher final-state multiplicity (eþe !
p p0; p p20; . . . ), and direct eþe annihilation pro-
cesses other than eþe ! p p0 (eþe ! p p; eþe !
p p20; . . . ). All of these processes are simulated by
JETSET, which predicts the ISR background to be 55 6
events and the direct annihilation background to be 40 5
events. The total predicted background from these two
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) TheMp p spectrum and (b) the cos p
distribution for selected eþe ! p p0 candidates in data. In
each figure, the shaded histogram shows the background con-
tribution estimated from the M sidebands.
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sources is about 1.2% of the number of selected p p
candidates. We do not perform a detailed study of these
background processes. Their contribution is estimated
from data by using the 	2 sideband region, as described
below in Sec. IVD.
D. Background subtraction
The expected number of background events estimated in
the previous sections is summarized in Table III. The
‘‘Other ISR’’ and ‘‘eþe’’ columns show the background
contributions estimated with JETSET that result from ISR
processes and from eþe annihilation processes other than
eþe ! p p0. Because JETSET has not been precisely
validated for the rare processes contributing to the p p
candidate sample, we use a method of background
estimation that is based on the difference in 	2 distribu-
tions between signal and background events. The first and
second rows in Table III show the expected numbers of
signal and background events with 	2p < 30 (N1) and 30<
	2p < 60 (N2). The last row lists the ratio i ¼ N2=N1.
The coefficients i for signal events and for background
events from the ‘‘eþe’’ and ‘‘Other ISR’’ columns are
very different. This difference is used to estimate and
subtract the background from these two sources. The num-
bers of signal and background (from ‘‘eþe’’ and ‘‘ISR’’
sources) events with 	2p < 30 can be calculated as
Nsig ¼
N01  N02=bkg
1 p p=bkg ; Nbkg ¼ N
0
1  Nsig; (4)
where N01 and N
0
2 are the numbers of data events in the
signal and sideband 	2 regions after subtraction of the
p p0 background, and bkg is the N2=N1 ratio averaged
over all background processes of the eþe and ISR types.
For this coefficient, bkg ¼ 1:6 0:3 is used; it is the
average of eþe and ISR with the uncertainty ðeþe 
ISRÞ=2. The p p coefficient is determined from signal
simulation and corrected for the data-simulation difference
in the 	2 distribution. The data-simulation difference is
studied using eþe ! þ events, which are very
similar kinematically to the signal events and can be se-
lected with negligible background. The ratio of the 
coefficients for eþe ! þ data and simulation is
independent of the þ mass and is equal to 1:008
0:008. The corrected p p value varies from 0.043 at p p
threshold to 0.048 at 4:5 GeV=c2.
The total numbers of eþe ! p p events (Nsig) and
background events from eþe and ISR sources (Nbkg) in
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FIG. 6. The expected Mp p spectrum for e
þe ! p p0 events
selected with the standard p p criteria. The spectrum is ob-
tained by scaling the data distribution shown in Fig. 4(a) by the
factor KMCðMp pÞ described in the text.
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FIG. 5. The cos  distribution for eþe ! p p0 event
candidates for data (points with error bars) and simulation
(histogram).
TABLE II. The number of selected p p candidates, Np p, and
the number of background events from the eþe ! p p0
process, Np p0 , for different ranges ofMp p. The p p mass ranges
near the J=c and c ð2SÞ resonances are excluded.
Mp p (GeV=c
2) <2:50 2.50–3.05 3.15–3.60 3.75–4.50 >4:5
Np p 6695 592 76 29 9
Np p0 321 37 66 15 26 9 17 6 6 3
TABLE III. The number of selected p p candidates from the
mass region Mp p < 4:5 GeV=c
2 with 	2p < 30 (N1) and 30<
	2p < 60 (N2) for signal and for different background processes;
i is the ratio N2=N1 obtained from simulation. The first column
shows the numbers of p p candidates selected in data. The
numbers for eþe ! p p are obtained from data using the
background subtraction procedure described in the text.
Data p p0 eþe Other ISR p p
N1 8298 448 42 40 5 55 6 7741 113
N2 560 79 7 76 7 74 7 337 16
i 0:175 0:04 1:88 0:29 1:34 0:18 0:0435 0:0020
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the signal region are found to be 7741 95 62 and
109 16 25, respectively. The systematic uncertainty
on Nsig is dominated by the uncertainty in the p p
0
background. The number of background events is in
good agreement with the estimate from simulation,
ð40 5Þ þ ð55 6Þ ¼ 95 8. The total background in
the signal 	2p region is 531 51 events, which is about
7% of the number of signal events.
The background subtraction procedure is performed in
each p p mass interval. The number of selected events for
each interval after background subtraction and correction
for event migration between intervals (see Sec. VII) is
listed in Table VI below. The events from J=c and
c ð2SÞ decays are subtracted from the contents of the
corresponding intervals.
V. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
The modulus of the ratio of the electric and magnetic
form factors can be extracted from an analysis of the dis-
tribution of p, the angle between the proton momentum in
the p p rest frame, and the momentum of the p p system in
the eþe c.m. frame. This distribution is given by
dN
d cos p
¼ A

HMðcosp;Mp pÞ
þ

GE
GM

2
HEðcos p;Mp pÞ

: (5)
The angular dependences of the functionsHMðcos p;Mp pÞ
and HEðcosp;Mp pÞ are approximately 1þ cos 2p and
sin 2p, almost independent of p p invariant mass, while
their relative normalization strongly depends on mass,
mainly due to the factor 2m2p=M
2
p p contained in the GE
term [see Eq. (2)].
The angular distributions are studied in six intervals of
p p invariant mass from threshold to 3 GeV=c2. The mass
intervals, the corresponding numbers of selected events,
and the estimated numbers of background events are listed
in Table IV. The angular distributions are shown in Fig. 7.
The background is subtracted in each angular bin using the
procedure described in Sec. IVD. The distributions are fit
to Eq. (5) with two free parameters: A (the overall normal-
ization) and jGE=GMj. The functions HM and HE are
replaced by the histograms obtained from MC simulation
with the p p selection criteria applied.
Imperfect simulation of PID, tracking, and photon effi-
ciency may lead to a data-simulation difference in the
angular dependence of the detection efficiency. The effi-
ciency corrections for the data-simulation differences are
discussed in Sec. VI. They are applied to the angular
distributions obtained from simulation. It should be noted
that the corrections change the shape of the angular dis-
tributions very little. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8, where
the angular dependence of the detection efficiency before
and after the corrections is shown. The deviations from
uniform efficiency, which do not exceed 10%, arise from
the momentum dependence of proton/antiproton particle
identification efficiency. A more detailed description of the
fitting procedure can be found in Ref. [1].
The fit results are shown in Fig. 7 as histograms. The
obtained jGE=GMj values are listed in Table IV and shown
in Fig. 9. The curve in Fig. 9 [1þ ax=ð1þ bx3Þ, where
x ¼ Mp p  2mp GeV=c2] is used to determine the detec-
tion efficiency (see Sec. VI). The quoted errors on
jGE=GMj are statistical and systematic, respectively. The
dominant contribution to the systematic error is due to the
uncertainty in the p p0 background.
The only previous measurement of the jGE=GMj ratio
comes from the PS170 experiment [12]. The ratio was
measured at five points between 1:92 GeV=c2 and
2:04 GeV=c2 with an accuracy of 30%–40% (see Fig. 9).
For all points it was found to be consistent with unity. The
average of the PS170 measurements evaluated under the
assumption that the errors are purely statistical is 0:90
0:14. The BABAR results are significantly larger for
Mp p < 2:1 GeV=c
2, and extend the measurements up to
3 GeV=c2.
We also search for an asymmetry in the proton angular
distribution. The lowest-order one-photon mechanism for
proton-antiproton production predicts a symmetric angular
distribution. An asymmetry arises from higher-order con-
tributions, in particular from two-photon exchange. Two-
photon exchange is discussed (see, for example, Ref. [22])
as a possible source of the difference observed in ep
scattering between the GE=GM measurements obtained
with two different experimental techniques, namely the
Rosenbluth method [23], which uses the analysis of angu-
lar distributions, and the polarization method [24–26],
which is based on the measurement of the ratio of the
transverse and longitudinal polarization of the recoil
proton.
A search for an asymmetry using previous BABAR
eþe ! p p results [1] is described in Ref. [27]. No
asymmetry was observed within the statistical error of
2%. It should be noted that the authors of Ref. [27] did
TABLE IV. The number of selected p p candidates (N) and
the number of background events (Nbkg) for each p p mass
interval; jGE=GMj is the fitted ratio of form factors.
Mp p, GeV=c
2 N Nbkg jGE=GMj
1.877–1.950 1162 19 10 1:36þ0:15þ0:050:140:04
1.950–2.025 1290 53 16 1:48þ0:16þ0:060:140:05
2.025–2.100 1328 63 14 1:39þ0:15þ0:070:140:07
2.100–2.200 1444 118 28 1:26þ0:14þ0:100:130:09
2.200–2.400 1160 126 26 1:04þ0:16þ0:100:160:10
2.400–3.000 879 122 22 1:04þ0:24þ0:150:250:15
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FIG. 7. The cosp distributions for different p p mass regions: (a) 1:877–1:950 GeV=c
2, (b) 1:950–2:025 GeV=c2,
(c) 2:025–2:100 GeV=c2, (d) 2:100–2:200 GeV=c2, (e) 2:200–2:400 GeV=c2, (f) 2:400–3:000 GeV=c2. The points with
error bars show the data distributions after background subtraction. The histograms result from the fits: the dashed
histograms correspond to the magnetic form factor contributions and the dot-dashed histograms to the electric form factor
contributions.
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not take into account the angular asymmetry of the detec-
tion efficiency, which is seen in Fig. 8 and in a similar plot
in Ref. [1].
To measure the asymmetry we use the data with p p
mass less than 3 GeV=c2. The cos p distribution is fitted
as described above, and the result is shown in Fig. 10. Since
the MC simulation uses a model with one-photon ex-
change, the asymmetry in the fitted histogram is due to
the asymmetry in the detection efficiency. To remove
detector effects we take the ratio of the data distribution
to the fitted simulated distribution. This ratio is shown in
Fig. 11. A fit of a linear function to the data yields a slope
parameter value 0:041 0:026 0:005. The systematic
error on the slope is estimated conservatively as the maxi-
mum slope given by an efficiency correction. The correc-
tion for the data-simulation difference in antiproton
nuclear interactions (see Sec. VI) is found to yield the
largest angular variation.
We then calculate the integral asymmetry
Acos p ¼
ðcosp > 0Þ  ðcos p < 0Þ
ðcosp > 0Þ þ ðcos p < 0Þ
¼ 0:025 0:014 0:003; (6)
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FIG. 8 (color online). The angular dependence of the detection
efficiency for simulated events with Mp p < 2:5 GeV=c
2 before
(open squares) and after (filled circles) correction for data-
simulation differences in detector response.
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FIG. 9 (color online). The measured jGE=GMj mass depen-
dence. Filled circles depict BABAR data. Open circles show
PS170 data [12]. The curve is the the result of the fit described
in the text.
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FIG. 10. The cos p distribution for the mass region from
threshold to 3 GeV=c2. The points with error bars show the data
distribution after background subtraction; the solid histogram is
the fit result. The dashed and dot-dashed histograms show the
contributions of the terms corresponding to the magnetic and
electric form factors, respectively.
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FIG. 11. The ratio of the data distribution from Fig. 10 to the
fitted simulated distribution. The line shows the result of the fit
of a linear function to the data points.
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where ðcosp > 0Þ and ðcos p < 0Þ are the cross sec-
tions for eþe ! p p events with Mp p < 3 GeV=c2 in-
tegrated over the angular regions with cos p > 0 and
cos p < 0, respectively. The fitted slope value and the
integral asymmetry are consistent with zero. The value of
the asymmetry extracted from experiment depends on the
selection criteria used, in particular, on the effective energy
limit for an extra photon emitted from the initial or final
state. In our analysis, this limit is determined by the
condition 	2p < 30 and is about 100 MeV.
VI. DETECTION EFFICIENCY
The detection efficiency, which is determined using MC
simulation, is the ratio of true p p mass distributions ob-
tained after and before applying the selection criteria.
Since the eþe ! p p differential cross section depends
on two form factors, the detection efficiency cannot be
determined in a model-independent way. For Mp p <
3 GeV=c2, we use a model with the jGE=GMj ratio ob-
tained from the fits to the experimental angular distribu-
tions (curve in Fig. 9). The model error due to the
uncertainty in the measured jGE=GMj ratio is estimated
to be below 1%. For Mp p > 3 GeV=c
2, where the
jGE=GMj ratio is not measured, a model with jGE=GMj ¼
1 is used. The model uncertainty for this mass region is
estimated as the maximum difference between the detec-
tion efficiencies obtained with GE ¼ 0 or GM ¼ 0, and the
efficiency for jGE=GMj ¼ 1. The uncertainty does not
exceed 4%. The mass dependence of the detection effi-
ciency is shown in Fig. 12.
The efficiency determined from MC simulation ("MC)
is corrected for data-simulation differences in detector
response:
" ¼ "MC
Yð1þ iÞ; (7)
where the i are efficiency corrections. They are summa-
rized in Table V. Procedures for determining most of the
efficiency corrections are described in Ref. [1]. Higher
statistics and better understanding of detector performance
allow us to decrease the uncertainties on the corrections for
imperfect simulation of 	2 distributions, track reconstruc-
tion, and PID. The PID procedure in this analysis differs
from that used in Ref. [1]. This leads to a significant change
of the PID correction value. The correction for photon
inefficiency listed in Table V is a sum of corrections for
calorimeter inefficiency (mainly due to dead calorimeter
channels) and photon conversion in the detector material
before the DCH. The latter correction, which is about
0:4%, was determined in the previous analysis [1] with
the wrong sign.
A new effect studied in this analysis is track overlap in
the DCH. The effect of track overlap can be observed in the
distribution of the parameter’ ¼ ’þ  ’, where ’þ
and’ are the azimuthal angles at the production vertex of
positive and negative tracks, respectively. The detection
efficiency for simulated eþe ! p p events as a function
of ’ is shown in Fig. 13.
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FIG. 12. The p p mass dependence of the detection efficiency
obtained from MC simulation.
TABLE V. The values of the different efficiency corrections i
for p p invariant mass 1.9, 3.0, and 4:5 GeV=c2.
Effect ið1:9Þ [%] ið3Þ [%] ið4:5Þ [%]
	2p < 30 0:5 0:1 0:9 0:1 1:5 0:2
	2K > 30 0:0 0:4 0:0 0:4 0:0 0:4
Track overlap 0:0 1:5      
Nuclear interaction 0:8 0:4 1:1 0:4 1:0 0:4
Track reconstruction 0:0 0:5 0:0 0:5 0:0 0:5
PID 1:9 2:0 1:9 2:0 1:9 2:0
Photon inefficiency 1:9 0:1 1:7 0:1 1:7 0:1
Trigger and filters 0:7 0:6 0:1 0:5 0:1 0:5
Total 4:2 2:6 3:5 2:2 4:2 2:2
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FIG. 13. The detection efficiency for eþe ! p p events as a
function of ’ obtained from MC simulation.
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The z component of the BABARmagnetic field lies in the
direction of the positive z axis, so that in the x-y plane
viewed from positive z positively charged tracks experience
clockwise bending and negatively charged tracks counter-
clockwise bending. As a result, events with ’ > 0
exhibit a ‘‘fishtail’’ two-track configuration in which the
tracks tend to overlap initially. This results in the dip
in efficiency that is clearly seen at ’ 	 0:1 rad. The
ratio of the number of events with ’ > 0 to that with
’ < 0 can be used to estimate the efficiency loss due to
TABLE VI. The p p invariant-mass interval (Mp p), number of selected events (N) after background subtraction and mass migration,
detection efficiency ("), ISR luminosity (L), measured cross section (p p), and jFpj, the effective form factor for eþe ! p p. The
contributions from J=c ! p p and c ð2SÞ ! p p decays have been subtracted. The quoted uncertainties on N and  are statistical and
systematic, respectively. For the form factor, the combined uncertainty is listed.
Mp p [GeV=c
2] N " L [pb1] p p [pb] jFpj
1.877–1.900 351 20 4 0:189 0:006 2.33 806 46 30 0:424 0:014
1.900–1.925 403 22 4 0:178 0:006 2.52 906 50 32 0:355 0:012
1.925–1.950 394 22 5 0:184 0:006 2.56 845 47 31 0:309 0:010
1.950–1.975 390 22 5 0:186 0:006 2.60 817 46 30 0:286 0:010
1.975–2.000 418 24 5 0:187 0:006 2.63 854 48 31 0:281 0:009
2.000–2.025 429 24 5 0:192 0:006 2.67 842 48 30 0:271 0:009
2.025–2.050 433 24 6 0:191 0:006 2.71 846 48 31 0:266 0:009
2.050–2.075 402 24 7 0:197 0:006 2.75 750 45 28 0:247 0:009
2.075–2.100 430 25 6 0:196 0:006 2.79 796 46 29 0:252 0:009
2.100–2.125 426 25 6 0:195 0:006 2.83 779 45 29 0:247 0:008
2.125–2.150 373 24 8 0:197 0:006 2.86 666 43 27 0:227 0:009
2.150–2.175 304 22 8 0:192 0:006 2.90 551 41 24 0:206 0:009
2.175–2.200 247 20 8 0:198 0:006 2.94 429 35 20 0:182 0:009
2.200–2.225 228 20 8 0:198 0:006 2.98 390 33 19 0:173 0:008
2.225–2.250 227 19 6 0:200 0:006 3.02 379 32 16 0:171 0:008
2.250–2.275 139 16 6 0:195 0:006 3.06 234 27 13 0:134 0:009
2.275–2.300 120 15 6 0:195 0:006 3.10 201 25 12 0:125 0:009
2.300–2.350 173 17 13 0:193 0:005 6.32 143 14 12 0:106 0:007
2.350–2.400 130 15 13 0:193 0:005 6.48 105 12 11 0:091 0:007
2.400–2.450 143 15 5 0:190 0:005 6.64 115 12 6 0:096 0:006
2.450–2.500 131 15 5 0:192 0:005 6.80 101 11 5 0:091 0:006
2.500–2.550 111 13 4 0:191 0:005 6.97 84 10 4 0:084 0:005
2.550–2.600 74 11 4 0:191 0:005 7.14 55 8 3 0:069 0:006
2.600–2.650 55 10 3 0:188 0:005 7.31 40 8 3 0:060 0:006
2.650–2.700 38 9 3 0:183 0:005 7.48 28 6 3 0:050 0:006
2.700–2.750 50 9 3 0:186 0:005 7.66 36 7 3 0:058 0:006
2.750–2.800 42 9 3 0:184 0:005 7.84 29 6 3 0:053 0:006
2.800–2.850 25 7 2 0:181 0:005 8.01 18 5 1 0:042 0:006
2.850–2.900 38 8 2 0:174 0:005 8.20 27 6 2 0:052 0:006
2.900–2.950 28 7 2 0:178 0:005 8.38 19 5 2 0:044 0:006
2.950–3.000 29 7 2 0:170 0:005 8.57 20 5 2 0:046 0:006
3.000–3.200 25 12 9 0:168 0:008 36.19 4:2 2:0 1:6 0:022 0:007
3.200–3.400 36 8 7 0:166 0:008 39.40 5:4 1:2 1:1 0:027 0:004
3.400–3.600 11 4 2 0:163 0:008 42.81 1:6 0:6 0:3 0:015 0:003
3.600–3.800 15 6 2 0:167 0:008 46.44 1:9 0:8 0:3 0:018 0:004
3.800–4.000 1 3 2 0:168 0:008 50.33 0:2 0:4 0:2 0:005 0:005
4.000–4.250 4 3 2 0:164 0:008 68.83 0:3 0:3 0:2 0:008þ0:0040:008
4.250–4.500 3 4 2 0:160 0:008 76.00 0:3 0:3 0:2 0:008þ0:0040:008
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track overlap. This efficiency loss reaches about 10% near
the p p threshold and decreases to a negligible level for
Mp p above 2:4 GeV=c
2. The effect is reproduced reason-
ably well by the MC simulation; data-simulation differ-
ences in the efficiency loss averaged over the mass region
of maximum inefficiency, Mp p < 2:3 GeV=c
2, is about
ð1:2 1:3Þ%. We introduce no correction for this differ-
ence. For the mass region Mp p < 2:3 GeV=c
2, where the
effect is large, a systematic uncertainty of 1.5% is assigned
to the measured cross section.
The corrected detection efficiency values are listed in
Table VI. The uncertainty in detection efficiency includes
simulation statistical error, model uncertainty, and the
uncertainty on the efficiency correction.
VII. THE eþe ! p p CROSS SECTION AND THE
PROTON FORM FACTOR
The cross section for eþe ! p p is calculated as
p pðMp pÞ ¼
ðdN=dMp pÞcorr
"RdL=dMp p
; (8)
where ðdN=dMp pÞcorr is the mass spectrum corrected for
resolution effects, dL=dMp p is the ISR differential luminos-
ity, "ðMp pÞ is the detection efficiency as a function of mass,
andR is a radiative correction factor accounting for the Born
mass spectrum distortion due to the contribution of higher-
order diagrams. The ISR luminosity is calculated using the
total integrated luminosity L and the integral over cos of
the probability density function for ISR photon emission [2]:
dL
dMp p
¼ 
x

ð2 2xþ x2Þ log 1þ B
1 B x
2C

2Mp p
s
L:
(9)
Here B ¼ cos 0, and 0 determines the range of polar
angles for the ISR photon in the eþe c.m. frame: 0 <
 < 180  0. In our case 0 ¼ 20, since we determine
detector efficiency using simulation with 20 <  < 160.
The values of ISR luminosity integrated over theMp p inter-
vals are listed in Table VI.
The radiative correction factor R was determined in
Ref. [1] with a theoretical uncertainty of 1%. Its value
varies from 1.001 at p p threshold to 1.02 at Mp p ¼
4:5 GeV=c2. The radiative correction factor does not take
into account vacuum polarization; the contribution of the
latter is included in the measured cross section.
The resolution-corrected mass spectrum is obtained by
unfolding the mass resolution from the measured mass
spectrum as described in Ref. [1]. Since the chosen mass-
interval width significantly exceeds the mass resolution for
all p p masses, the unfolding procedure changes the shape
of the mass distribution insignificantly, but increases the
uncertainties (by 20%) and their correlations.
After applying the unfolding procedure, the number
of events in each mass interval is listed in Table VI.
The quoted errors are statistical and systematic, respec-
tively. The latter is due to the uncertainty in background
subtraction. The calculated cross section for eþe ! p p is
shown in Fig. 14 and listed in Table VI. For the mass
intervals 3–3:2 GeV=c2 and 3:6–3:8 GeV=c2, the nonreso-
nant cross section is quoted after excluding the J=c and
c ð2SÞ contributions. The errors quoted are statistical and
systematic. The systematic uncertainty includes the uncer-
tainty on the number of signal events, detection efficiency,
the total integrated luminosity (1%), and the radiative
corrections (1%). A comparison of this result with the
available eþe data is shown in Fig. 14, and the behavior
in the near-threshold region is shown in Fig. 15.
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FIG. 14 (color online). The eþe ! p p cross section mea-
sured in this analysis and in other eþe experiments: FENICE
[7], DM2 [6], DM1 [5], ADONE73 [8], BES [9], CLEO [10],
and NU [11]. The contributions of J=c ! p p and c ð2SÞ ! p p
decays to the BABAR measurement have been subtracted.
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FIG. 15 (color online). The eþe ! p p cross section near
threshold measured in this analysis and in other eþe experi-
ments: FENICE [7], DM2 [6], DM1 [5], ADONE73 [8], and
BES [9].
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From the measured cross section we extract the effective
form factor introduced in Eq. (3). The definition of the
form factor permits comparison of our measurement with
measurements from other experiments, most of which were
made under the assumption jGEj ¼ jGMj. The mass de-
pendence of the effective form factor is shown in Fig. 16
(linear scale) and Fig. 17 (logarithmic scale), while nu-
merical values are listed in Table VI. These form factor
values are obtained as averages over mass-interval width.
The four measurements from PS170 [12] with the lowest
mass are located within the first mass interval of Table VI.
Consequently, for the mass region near threshold, where
the results from PS170 indicate that the form factor
changes rapidly with mass, we calculate the cross section
and effective form factor using a smaller mass-interval
size. These results are listed in Table VII and shown in
Fig. 18. From Figs. 16–18, it is evident that the BABAR
effective form factor results are in reasonable agreement
with, and in general more precise than, those from previous
experiments. However, in the region 1:88–2:15 GeV=c2,
the BABAR results are systematically above those from the
other experiments.
The form factor has a complex mass dependence. The
significant increase in the form factor as the p p threshold is
approached may be due to final-state interactions between
the proton and antiproton [28–31]. The rapid decreases of
the form factor and cross section near 2:2 GeV=c2,
2:55 GeV=c2, and 3 GeV=c2 have not been discussed
in the literature. The form-factor mass dependence below
3 GeV=c2 is not described satisfactorily by existing mod-
els (see, for example, Refs. [32–35]). The dashed
curve in Fig. 17 corresponds to a fit of the asymptotic
QCD dependence of the proton form factor [36],
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FIG. 16 (color online). The proton effective form factor mea-
sured in this analysis, in other eþe experiments, and in p p
experiments: FENICE [7], DM2 [6], DM1 [5], BES [9], CLEO
[10], NU [11], PS170 [12], E835 [14], and E760 [13]: (a) for the
mass interval from p p threshold to 3:01 GeV=c2, and (b) for p p
masses from 2.58 to 4:50 GeV=c2.
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FIG. 17 (color online). The proton effective form factor mea-
sured in this analysis, in other eþe experiments, and in p p
experiments, shown on a logarithmic scale: FENICE [7], DM2
[6], DM1 [5], BES [9], CLEO [10], NU [11], PS170 [12], E835
[14], and E760 [13]. The curve corresponds to the QCD-
motivated fit described in the text.
TABLE VII. The p p invariant-mass interval (Mp p), number of
selected events (N) after background subtraction and mass
migration, measured cross section (p p), and effective form
factor for eþe ! p p (jFpj). The quoted errors on N and p p
are statistical and systematic, respectively. For the effective form
factor, the combined error is listed.
Mp p [GeV=c
2] N p p [pb] jFpj
1.8765–1.8800 37 7 1 534 94 39 0:515 0:050
1.8800–1.8850 80 10 1 826 106 42 0:497 0:034
1.8850–1.8900 67 10 1 705 105 33 0:403 0:032
1.8900–1.8950 79 11 1 886 121 41 0:416 0:030
1.8950–1.9000 86 12 1 938 128 42 0:404 0:029
1.9000–1.9050 70 11 1 785 123 35 0:353 0:029
1.9050–1.9100 80 11 1 937 135 41 0:372 0:028
1.9100–1.9150 98 13 1 1096 142 46 0:390 0:027
1.9150–1.9250 156 15 2 862 84 32 0:333 0:017
1.9250–1.9375 188 16 3 811 69 31 0:309 0:014
1.9375–1.9500 208 17 3 887 72 33 0:311 0:014
1.9500–1.9625 181 16 3 780 70 30 0:283 0:014
1.9625–1.9750 209 17 3 850 70 32 0:288 0:013
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Fp p 	 2sðM2p pÞ=M4p p 	D=ðM4p plog 2ðM2p p=2ÞÞ, to the
existing data with Mp p > 3GeV=c
2. Here  ¼ 0:3 GeV
and D is a free fit parameter. All the data above 3 GeV=c2
except the two points from Ref. [11] marked ‘‘NU’’ are
well described by this function. Adding the points from
Ref. [11] changes the fit 	2= from 9=16 to 41=18, where 
is the number of degrees of freedom. The measurement of
Ref. [11] indicates that the form factor at Mp p 
4 GeV=c2 decreases more slowly than predicted by QCD.
VIII. THE J=c AND c ð2SÞ DECAYS TO p p
The p pmass spectra for selected data events in the J=c
and c ð2SÞmass regions are shown in Fig. 19. To determine
the number of resonance events, each spectrum is fit with a
sum of the probability density function (PDF) for signal
and a linear background term. The signal PDF is a Breit-
Wigner function convolved with a double-Gaussian func-
tion describing detector resolution. The Breit-Wigner
widths and masses for the J=c and c ð2SÞ resonances are
fixed at their nominal values [37]. The parameters of the
resolution function are determined from simulation. To
account for possible differences in detector response be-
tween data and simulation, the signal PDF obtained from
simulation is modified by adding in quadrature an addi-
tional term G to both standard-deviation values of the
double-Gaussian resolution function, and introducing a
shift of the resonance mass. The free parameters in the fit
to the J=c mass region are the number of resonance
events, G, the mass shift, and two parameters describing
the nonresonant background. In the fit the c ð2SÞ mass
region, G and the mass shift are fixed at the values
obtained for the J=c .
The fit results are shown as the curves in Fig. 19. We find
NJ=c ¼ 821 30 and Nc ð2SÞ ¼ 43:5 7:7. The other
fit parameters are G ¼ 5:0 1:0 MeV=c2 and MJ=c 
MMCJ=c ¼ ð1:7 0:5Þ MeV=c2. The fitted value of G
leads to an increase in the simulation resolution
(11 MeV=c2) of 10%.
The corresponding detection efficiency values are deter-
mined from MC simulation. The event generator uses
experimental information to describe the angular distribu-
tion of protons in J=c and c ð2SÞ decay to p p.
Specifically, each distribution is described by the depen-
dence 1þ acos 2p, with a ¼ 0:672 0:034 for J=c de-
cay [38,39] and a ¼ 0:72 0:13 for c ð2SÞ decay [40,41].
The model error in the detection efficiency due to the
uncertainty of a is negligible. The efficiencies are found
to be 0:174 0:001 for J=c and 0:172 0:001 for c ð2SÞ.
The fractional correction for the data-simulation differ-
ences discussed in Sec. VI is ð3:6 2:2Þ%.
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FIG. 18 (color online). The proton effective form factor near
p p threshold measured in this work and in other eþe and p p
experiments: FENICE [7], DM1 [5], and PS170 [12].
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FIG. 19. The p pmass spectrum in the mass region (a) near the J=c , and (b) near the c ð2SÞ. The curves display the results of the fits
described in the text.
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From the measured number of c ! p p decays in the
eþe ! p p reaction we can determine the product of the
electronic width and the branching fraction [42]
ðc ! eþeÞBðc ! p pÞ ¼ Ncmc s
122Wðs; xc ; 0Þ"RL
;
(10)
where mc is the mass of the resonance, Wðs; xc ; 0Þ is the
integral of Wðs; x; Þ [2] over cos  (in our case 0 ¼
20), and xc ¼ 1m2c =s. The radiative-correction factor
R is calculated to be 1:007 0:010 for the J=c and
1:011 0:010 for the c ð2SÞ. From Eq. (10) we obtain
ðJ=c ! eþeÞBðJ=c ! p pÞ
¼ ð11:3 0:4 0:3Þ eV;
ðc ð2SÞ ! eþeÞBðc ð2SÞ ! p pÞ
¼ ð0:67 0:12 0:02Þ eV: (11)
The systematic errors include the uncertainties on the
detection efficiencies, the integrated luminosity, and the
radiative corrections.
Using the nominal values for the electronic widths [37],
we obtain the branching fractions
BðJ=c ! p pÞ ¼ ð2:04 0:07 0:07Þ  103;
Bðc ð2SÞ ! p pÞ ¼ ð2:86 0:51 0:09Þ  104:
(12)
These values are in agreement with the nominal values [37]
of ð2:17 0:07Þ  103 and ð2:76 0:12Þ  104, re-
spectively, and with the recent high-precision BESIII result
[43] BðJ=c ! p pÞ ¼ ð2:112 0:004 0:031Þ  103.
IX. SUMMARY
The process eþe ! p p has been studied in the p p
mass range from threshold to 4:5 GeV=c2. From the mea-
sured p p mass spectrum we extract the eþe ! p p cross
section and determine the proton effective form factor. We
have confirmed the near-threshold enhancement of the
form factor observed in the PS170 experiment [12]. At
higher masses the form factor has a complex steplike
behavior. There are three mass regions, near 2:2 GeV=c2,
2:55 GeV=c2, and 3 GeV=c2, that exhibit steep decreases
in the form factor and cross section.
By analyzing the proton angular distributions we mea-
sure the mass dependence of the ratio jGE=GMj for Mp p
from threshold to 3 GeV=c2. In the near-threshold region,
below 2:1 GeV=c2, this ratio is found to be significantly
greater than unity, in disagreement with the PS170 mea-
surement [12]. The asymmetry in the proton angular dis-
tribution is found to be
Acosp ¼ 0:025 0:014 0:003
for Mp p < 3 GeV=c
2.
From the measured event yields for eþe ! J=c!
p p and eþe ! c ð2SÞ! p p, we determine the
branching fraction values
BðJ=c ! p pÞ ¼ ð2:04 0:07 0:07Þ  103;
Bðc ð2SÞ ! p pÞ ¼ ð2:86 0:51 0:09Þ  104:
Our results on the cross section, form factors, and J=c and
c ð2SÞ decays agree with, and supersede, earlier BABAR
measurements [1].
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